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DAYTIME FUN
PARTY BEFORE THE SUN GOES DOWN

MONTAUK
WHERE TO EAT, DRINK & PLAY!

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
BIKING, CYCLING, DIVING AND MORE





TOWN Residential LLC (“TOWN”) is a licensed real estate broker and a partnership of Buttonwood Residential Brokerage LLC and Thor Equities, LLC. All property listing information, 
including, but not limited to, square footage, room count, and number of bedrooms are from sources deemed reliable, but are subject to errors, omissions, changes in price, prior sale 
or withdrawal and should be verified by your own attorney, architect, engineer or zoning expert. This is not intended to solicit property already listed. Real estate agents associated with 
TOWN are independent contractors and are not employees of TOWN. TOWN owns the following subsidiary real estate brokerages: TOWN Astor Place LLC; TOWN Fifth Avenue LLC; 
TOWN Flatiron LLC; TOWN Gramercy Park LLC (“TOWN Gramercy”); TOWN Greenwich Street LLC (“TOWN Financial District”); TOWN Greenwich Village LLC; TOWN Soho LLC; TOWN 
West Village LLC; and TOWN 79th Street LLC (“TOWN Upper East Side”).

TOWNRESIDENTIAL.COM

182 EAST 94TH STREET - TH    5 BR  6.5 BATH    $9.995 M    WEB ID: 913537
MOUSSA MOBARAK  (646) 998-7461 • JOHNATHAN AGRELIUS  (646) 545-5068

UPPER EAST SIDE

25 BEEKMAN PLACE    4 BR  4.5 BATH    $12.975 M    WEB ID: 911285
ZACHARY BOREN (646) 588-4067

MIDTOWN EAST

70 GREENE STREET    2 BR  2 BATH    $20,000/MONTH    WEB ID: 560491
BRANDON TRENTHAM  (646) 738-2681

SOHO
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PH. 631. 765 . 1100 • raphaelwine.com
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and directions to the vineyard. 
Call for Saturday hours. 

Restrictions Apply. 
Offer expires 

Dec. 31st 2015 

Present this ad to our tasting room staff and 
enjoy a free tasting, in a glass you can keep, 
of our award winning, hand crafted wine on 
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LIVE LIKE A  Local

Alyson Brown
Assistant Editor

I believe some people are just born beach bums.  Our feet crave the 
sand, our skin craves the sun - its an affliction that unites my friends 

and I.  While others are sleeping, spinning, or sipping coffee, we are 
shore bound. We post up in front of Atlantic Terrace where we watch 
the surfers shred in the morning and see our skin freckle come the 
afternoon.

But, while the  beaches in Montauk are the main draw for us sun 
bums, there are some institutions, old and new, for which we will 
gladly fold up our towels and throw on our shoes.

The  Sloppy Tuna,  once  a shanty beach side beer  shack  we 
remember as “Nick’s”, now hosts a day party worthy of prying yourself 
from the beach below.  The deck overlooks the length of the shore, and 
the music travels almost as far.  It’s the party of preference in daylight 
hours, but if you’re thirsty and the line is prohibitive the Montauk 
Beach House is only a few steps away.  Here you can purchase a day 
bed and indulge in pool side cocktail service and a dreamy DJ set. We 
go for a pitcher of Margaritas or a bottle of champagne (ignore the 
price tag; it’s always cheaper than a flight to Vegas!)

Still, our favorite post beach cocktail is the BBC on the roof deck 
at Salivar’s.  I have such a deep appreciation for this spot, that part 
of me is reluctant to share it with you for fear of crowds. So only tell 
your closest friends please!  Salivar’s is a Montauk institution that 
was recently renovated and taken over by the good people at the Clam 
& Chowder House, who previously called Westlake Marina home.  
They reopened their bar and sushi operation over the Salivar’s dock 
last summer, but kept the original red neon sign  - a detail that won 
over this sign hanger’s daughter’s heart!  They also kept the head of 
a great white shark—caught by sport fisherman Frank Mundus, who 
was said to be the inspiration for the charter captain in “Jaws.”  The 
familiar faces and the fishing artifacts make this my favorite spot for 
an afternoon or sunset drink.

You can  read about  all  your  options  for  day  drinking  in  the 
Hamptons in this issue’s feature on Day Parties.  If you’d rather wait 
until evening to imbibe, check out our suggestions for shopping, daytime 
adventures, and lunch time spots such as The Lobster Roll.

The beach is about all I really need, but if you’re looking for more 
to do during the day in the Hamptons, this issue has answers!

             
    Cheers,

    Alyson

NA.15.JR49839_Ad_NYCMonthly_June.indd   1 5/22/15   10:13 AM



Whether your time on the East End is just 
beginning or you’ve already been out in 
the Hamptons for weeks, summer is in 

full swing.  The days may already be starting to get 
shorter, but the hours of sun are hotter, the traffc  
longer, and the full bounty of Long Island farm 
produce is available. This issue is the perfect summer 
re-boot, because even if you’re an islander, there are 
bound to be at least a few suggestions in these pages 
that you have yet to taste, try, or see. Here’s to the 
next half of summer, when you’ve already built a 
base tan, taken the top down on your car, and made 
the obligatory visits to your favorite Hamptons 
restaurants. Now, it’s time to try something new…
enjoy!

With fashion seasons evolving every two weeks, 
make sure you refresh your summer wardrobe for 
the next several weeks. Our Mix & Match style 
article will lead you to the best boutiques to pick 
up statement pieces that will add new life into your 

wardrobe, while our Pattern Play and Outerwear 
fashion features point out the next wave of summer 
trends. 

Just in case your favorite restaurant ends up 
having no reservations and a line out the door, we've 
generously shared some of our go-tos on the water, 
so whether you're having a drink as the sun sets or 
looking for a bite to eat with a beautiful view, our 
Sea to See dining feature offers the next best thing 
to having dinner on board a yacht. If you are lucky 
enough to be on board this summer, or just want to 
dress like it, our Nautical fashion guide breaks 
down the trend from literal sailor looks to ship-
inspired styles.

Despite the incredible beauty and allure of the 
East End's beaches, the strolling opportunities of the 
village's shops and restaurants, and the availability 
of top-notch museums, there comes a point in every 
summer where kids (and adults!) tire of playing in 

the sand or walking the sidewalks and crave a change 
of pace. From cycling to kiteboarding and more, our 
Action & Adventure feature will you give you some 
fresh ideas for a fun thrill right in your backyard. 
Even if you head East to get away from it all, there 
are a few Hamptons events that you won't want to 
miss, and Kelly Ripa's Super Saturday shopping 
benefit is one of them. Read our special feature to 
learn all about this annual event, including insider 
tips to help you get the most out of it.

To fill the rest of your days, we've included some of 
the best places for day parties, to spend sun-soaked 
afternoons with drink in hand, surrounded by a 
boisterous crowd of friends. For a midday snack, our 
look inside The Lobster Roll will get your mouth 
watering, and we bet you'll have your order lined up 
before you even set your sandy foot inside the door. 

In our continued exploration of each of the 
Hampton's iconic villages, we've headed to the "End 

of the World" to explore Montauk, the most famous 
of the towns, in all of its glory. If you think you've 
already seen it all, our spotlight might bring up a new 
place to eat, drink, or a new activity to try- from The 
Surf Lodge's epic summer concert series to a yacht 
charter to explore The End by sea. 

As you continue to acquire treasures from the 
summer, consider adding a painting from Dinah 
Maxwell Smith to your collection. This celebrated 
contemporary impressionist captures the beauty of 
Long Island scenes in unique old-world style. The 
latest segment of our Hidden Hamptons exploration 
takes us to Pelletreau Silver Shop, a historic 
gem that has been open as a store since the 17th 
century. Today, the building is occupied by jeweler 
Eric Messin, who also offers tours and conducts 
workshops. After a summer of art and style, these 
local creations allow you to add to your art collection, 
and your summer memories.

spend sun-
soaked 

afternoons 
with drink in 

hand

HAMPTONS MONTHLY
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Montauk Beach House

Super Saturday

Mixology

Written by Alexandra Hanken
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Being in the Hamptons is all about shedding 
daily routines for a while and indulging in 
the slowness and beauty of being by the sea. 

When it comes time for dinner, these restaurants 
offer fine meals to tuck into and unbeatable views 
to soak in too.

Few eateries look and feel more like summer 
than South Edison. Two blocks from the beach 
in Montauk, the restaurant founded by chef Todd 
Mitgang (who also runs Manhattan’s beloved 
Cascabel Taqueria) captures that casual Americana 
look with pale yellow walls, worn wooden tables, 
painted wood floors, and French doors that open out 

onto a whitewashed brick patio. As for the menu, 
much of it changes regularly depending on what’s 
in season and what’s available that morning at the 
fishing dock nearby, but everything is prepared in 
Mitgang style—that being, with flair. There’s been 
Mexican-inspired yucca and crab ravioli, lemongrass 
fluke a la plancha, scallop tartare with Thai chili 
and apricot puree, and grilled salmon with blood 
orange and horseradish crema. Constants include 
the raw bar, of course; a list of cocktails including a 
berry mojito, melon caipirinha, and design-your-own 
pickle martinis; and, of course, distant ocean views. 
(17 South Edison St., Montauk)

When The Bell and Anchor opened in Sag 
Harbor in 2012, it was arguably the hottest table in 
the Hamptons, and in the three years since, little 
has changed. Overlooking Mill Creek Marina, the 
restaurant fashioned three of its walls nearly entirely 
of windows to take in as much of the view as possible, 
complimented by an elegant, marine-inspired interior 
design. The service is renowned for exhibiting that 
ideal balance of being attentive but not overbearing, 
and the menu may not bring any creative surprises but 
it does offer a range of classics prepared to perfection, 
such as bouillabaise, beer-battered fish and chips, filet 
mignon with spinach and potatoes, and its signature 
“old school” lobster garganelli. (3253 Noyac Rd., Sag 
Harbor)

The Shinnecock Inlet is one of those watercolor-ready 
Hamptons spots—a sailboat-filled marina, wooden pier, 
unobstructed views of the sun setting over Shinnecock 
Bay. Oakland’s Restaurant & Marina is the best 
spot to take it all in, a Hamptons staple for almost 
two decades with live music filling its high vaulted-
ceilinged dining room almost nightly and capacious 
patios outside. There are all the summertime seafood 
starters to tuck into—calamari, crab cakes, daily 
assortments of oysters, seared yellowfin tuna—followed 
by hearty mains of sesame-coated swordfish with Asian 
slaw, cashew-crusted halibut over ginger-carrot puree, 
even braised short ribs with bourbon mashed potatoes. 
Sit back with a bottle of wine, and don’t be surprised 
to find yourself lingering until the last song. (365 Dune 
Rd., Hampton Bays)

If anyone knows the key to a successful restaurant 
in the Hamptons, it’s Eric Miller, restaurateur behind 
some of the area’s most popular dining spots. His latest 
tour de force is Bay Kitchen Bar, which opened last 
spring on the top floor of East Hampton’s Harbor 
Marina. From its clean white-and-blue design to its 
menu that garnered rave reviews from the New York 
Times to its breathtakingly beautiful setting, BKB is an 
all-around home run. In its light-flooded dining room 
and out on its homey porches, diners gather around 
lobster rolls served on brioche, fluke with a tropical 
salsa, dayboat scallops with harvest grains, spit-roasted 
Long Island duck, and a series of noteworthy desserts. 
Everything is plated with Instagram-worthy appeal, 
but better yet are the dramatic views extending out 
over Three Mile Harbor. (39 Gann Rd., East Hampton)

Sea to See
DINE WITH OCEAN VIEWS AT THESE HAMPTONS RESTAURANTS

Bay Kitchen Bar

Bay Kitchen Bar

Written By Gabrielle Lipton



You’ve been a part of the Lobster Roll since the 
1970s—have things changed much along the 
Napeague Stretch since your arrival?

The cars traveling the stretch have increased, but the 
backdrop has not changed too much thanks to the Town 
of East Hampton. When you drive the stretch, you still 
see plenty of untouched greenery, natural landscape, 
etc…

 How would you compare the crowds of then to the 
crowds of now—has there been a big change in the 
sort of folks seeking out your signature dish?

Over the years, we have attracted a multitude of 
“crowds”:

Families – we are one of the only “child friendly” 
restaurants in the area. We provide crayons, color 
sheets, age appropriate toys to keep the kiddies 

occupied, a complete children’s menu with healthy 
options, and free beverages. We have highchairs, booster 
seats, and train our staff to cater to the needs of families 
and their kids.

Singles, and couples – We have seen a tremendous 
increase in this group, particularly the 20’s to 30’s crowd. 
We have an extensive bar menu featuring frozen drinks, 
cocktails and craft beers. Also the atmosphere is fun, 
casual and “beachy”… I think that is a draw for any 
crowd, but it’s almost as though this group feels like it 
is the “in” place to be. The funny thing is, I notice this 
group “bopping their heads” to the tunes of our classic 
oldies music. We have presented ourselves as a retro-style 
seafood shack, and the young crowd seems to enjoy our 
atmosphere as much as their elders!

Foreigners – We have seen a definite increase in people 
traveling from other countries. We were listed in People 
Magazine’s hot spots around the globe, and have been 
mentioned in various foreign publications in Europe 
and Asia. 

Locals – While the locals 
try to avoid us during the 
heart of the season, as they 
do most crowded places in 
their beloved Hamptons, they 
frequent us during the pre and 
post months of the summer. We 
have become very much a part 
of their history, as they have 
always been very much a part 
of ours. 

Long time regulars – We have 
an increasing group of people 
that have been coming for 25-30 
years plus, and now their kids, grandchildren, etc…have 
become part of our Lobster Roll extended family. It’s 
gratifying to see generations of customers continue to 
patronize our restaurant.

The lobster roll has always been popular—but today 
even the hippest hipster can show the same kind of 
love for it that a suburban family might—are you 
surprised how cool the dish has become?

Not really.  Lobster has always been a delicacy and it 
was only a question of time for it to become in vogue, 
especially in the form of a sandwich. I would like to 
believe that our notoriety has played somewhat of a role 
(forgive the pun) in drawing attention to this sought-after 
creation! 

Is there a secret to creating the perfect lobster roll?

There is no secret…that’s the secret!  Our philosophy is 
about providing the best cold water lobster meat (claw 
and knuckle meat) available, with the right amount of 

celery and top quality mayonnaise in the right proportion. 
The perfect Lobster Roll is in the eye of the beholder. 
Many noted chefs have created their own version by 
adding their own signature ingredients, herbs and spices, 
served on a multitude of buns, brioche rolls, etc… We like 
the split top classic bun which is buttered and toasted. 
It’s about quality and simplicity. In our summation, there 
is only one “Classic Cold Lobster Roll.” We also serve a 
Hot Lobster Roll which contains claw and knuckle meat, 
in drawn butter served in a ramekin…no celery with 2 
toasted split top buns on the side so the roll doesn’t get 
soggy from the hot butter. This has become extremely 
popular. 

Let’s say someone out there has a lobster allergy—
what would you recommend they order while 
stopping in?

Many people who have allergies to lobster also have 
allergies to shellfish in general. We offer many non-

shellfish options such as chicken, 
burgers, steak, fresh fish, etc…We 
also have a complete gluten-free 
menu. We were in fact the first to 
introduce a gluten-free Lobster 
Roll. We have homemade gluten 
free cupcakes, and even a gluten 
free beer.

While we have you, are there 
any secrets about Lobster Roll 
we should know or ask about 
(as visitors to the Hamptons 
love to have inside tips on 
cool stops)

What visitors love to hear about 
is all the celebrities that frequent The Lobster Roll. 

We have a full list on our placemat in alphabetical order. 
Some of the recent celebs in include: President Bill 
Clinton, Marisa Tomei, Edie Falco, Christie Brinkley, 
Sarah Jessica Parker, Kim Cattrall, Ruth Wilson, and 
Dominic West to name a few (you’ll have to come in and 
see the entire list!).

 Speaking of Ruth Wilson, and Dominc West, The lobster 
Roll was the featured restaurant backdrop in the new 
Showtime series “The Affair” which won the Golden 
Globe award for best TV drama this year starring Ruth 
Wilson and Dominic West. Ruth won best actress. Several 
scenes were filmed at The Lobster Roll in season one. I 
have some pics I can send you.

Any big plans ready to launch before the Summer 
of 2015 wraps?

Yes, this is our 50th year in business. We are in the 
process of planning our 50 year anniversary celebration.

While traversing SR-27/ Montauk Highway between Amagansett and Montauk (also known as the 
“Napeague Stretch”), one word may come to mind whether you’re hungry or not: LUNCH. Don’t worry, 
you’re not having a blood sugar moment—it’s just the giant LUNCH sign that stands over The Lobster 
Roll eatery grabbing your attention. There for 50 years, it’s considered an iconic part of the Hamptons 
experience—and owner Andrea Terry tells HM about what and who she’s seen around the ‘Roll while 
serving up decades of casual crustacean clubs…

LOBSTER ROLL
STILL PLAYING A MAJOR "ROLL" ON THE SCENE

Written by Ian Shapiro

HAMPTONS SPOTLIGHT 
Interview
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One long-running favorite is the The 
Backyard Restaurant at Solé East 
hotel. A luxury establishment, it features 
a verdant courtyard hidden behind the 
spot’s edifice, open to both staying guests 
and the public at large. To enter, open the 
gate along South Elroy Drive and follow the 
path to the restaurant, or continue out to 
the patio, where outdoor lounge furniture 
surrounds a large pool, and is partially 
sheltered by large umbrellas. The eatery 
serves farm-to-table American and features 
a full bar—but for those simply looking to 
stop by and not stay in a room, the best 
times are on weekends, as Solé often hosts a 
vigorous event calendar, including many free 
functions. Watch for relaxed DJ gatherings 
and live music, as well as occasional movie 
screenings and other tranquil happenings. 
(90 Second House Rd)

On the other hand, the vibe at Sloppy 
Tuna is wild from the get-go, with the dress 
code being its only “relaxed” aspect. Set on 
the sands of the Atlantic Ocean, it’s open to 
the many who come to the shore to surf and 
frolic, and all are welcome to walk right in to 
the Tuna regardless of what sort of clothing 
is being worn—even if you’ve just rolled out 
of the sea after a surfing session—but don’t 
think this super-casual attitude means you 
won’t find quality, as the venue features 
a second-level restaurant and bar, which 
serves well-prepared grill food, seafood, 
eclectic salads and a wide selection of fruity 
cocktails. The upper level also includes a 
terrace with a dynamic ocean view—but 
it’s the main floor where one will find a 
dedicated party space and a bar-equipped 
patio, wrapped in a picket fence reinforced 
by surfboards.

The nighttime events include DJ, bands 
and themed parties, but the Sloppy Tuna 
isn’t the kind of place where one needs to 
wait until dark for things to get started—
as weekend afternoons are frequently very 
busy, with a crowd simply grabbing grub, 
buying drinks, hanging out and chilling out. 
Does the formula work? Absolutely—a fact 
verified by the lines to gain entry, even when 
the only draw in effect is the blazing sun 
above and the crashing waves out back. (148 
S Emerson Ave)

A few blocks over from the Sloppy Tuna is 
another chance for sunny weekend partying, 
at the Montauk Beach House. You’ll 
know you’re there once you see the massive 
Easter Island-like statue, a guardian of this 
boutique hotel and hospitality spot. Much 
like Sole East, there are lovely rooms and 
upscale dining, but the MTKBH has become 
a destination on Saturdays and Sundays as 
it has been hosting get-togethers anchored 
by celebrity DJs for the past few seasons. 
Ranging in ilk from 1980s new wave 
musicians to Brooklyn club selectors, the 
mixers invited are only part of the draw, 
as attendees can also reserve tables and 
daybeds, enhanced by bottle service. Taking 
place in the hotel’s massive yard, there’s a 
large pool and lots of room, so when things 
get hopping expect a situation consisting of 
beautiful people dropping in and out of the 
water, wandering, mingling and dancing. 
In addition, these events are usually free 
but with a mandatory e-RSVP, so if you’re 
planning to make the scene, be sure to visit 
the venue’s website to get the details (and 
then send an email where directed). (55 S 
Elmwood Ave)

 However, if you are going to do a day 
party in the Hamptons, you’d be remiss not 
to check out one of the longest-running and 
most legendary spots found on the East End, 
over at the Boardy Barn in Hampton Bays. 
It’s been following the same formula for over 
four decades: open on Sunday afternoons (3 
p.m.-8 p.m.) and let everybody get crazy. 
Parking will be at a minimum, so consider a 
cab—but otherwise arrive wearing whatever 
you like (except orange; it’s the staff’s color) 
and come in (and bring ID, it is required 
for entry). There will be music playing and 
people everywhere—and once the DJ fires 
up a sing-along song (“Sweet Caroline” is 
almost a lock), the place will be uniformly 
off-the-hook. A warning: there’s long been an 
urban myth that people throw beer around 
the Barn on purpose—but do NOT try it, 
for not only is it rude, the bouncers will toss 
you instantaneously. (270 W Montauk Hwy)

T
he population of the Hamptons doesn’t swell every summer just because lots of seasonal visitors 
want to just sit around and do nothing—although that’s certainly fine sometimes—but if you’re 
heading east to party around the clock, here are some leads on where to go for daytime good times.

It must be noted that this list is Montauk-heavy, and that is the case for a couple of reasons, 
starting with geography. Sometimes referred to as “The End”—as Montauk is the last community before 
Long Island terminates—it is surrounded by water, with high exposure to the sun, which gives most of the 
area a sandy beach feel, resulting in perfect conditions attractive for outdoor seasonal fun. The other reason 
is that a crowd filled with hip and/or party-loving people have transformed the East Hampton hamlet 
into a summer destination that is friendly to indie music, offbeat DJs and free parties. The end result 
(no pun intended) is that the Montauk scene is now rife with a variety of opportunities for fun in the sun.

DAYTIME 
FUN

Drinks and 
dancing before 
the sun goes 
down

Written by Ian Shapiro
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Summer
IN STYLE

With stores in Bridgehampton and 
Westhampton Beach, Blue1 has 
a firm hold on the Hamptons 

fashion scene. Fashion-forward founders 
Jarret and Crystal Willis teamed up not 
only in life, but also professionally--to 
create a boutique uniquely designed to fit 
their clientele. Since they are themselves 
locals, their selection is inspired by their 
own experience living in the Hamptons—
from dining at Pierre’s right down the 
road from their Bridgehampton shop, to 
days spent on the beach in Southampton. 
Despite their New York roots, their stores 
bring a decidedly West Coast vibe to the 
East End. For summer separates, Blue1 has 
an extensive and unique collection. A true 
boutique, the shop features 
independent labels that you 
might not see everywhere, as 
well as popular designers like 
Alexis, and James Perse. From 
leather jackets to lace rompers, 
Blue1 specializes in statement 
pieces – the kind you can’t wait 
to wear right off the rack. 

Steven Alan’s entire store model is 
based around scouting the most exciting 
emerging designers, and curating their 
clothing, handbags, and accessories into a 
one-stop shop. Some you’ve heard of, like 
Etoile Isabel Marant, Shinola, or Clare 
V., while other designers bring a fresh 
insight to the Hamptons fashion scene. 
Look for modern interpretations of classic 
styles, including eponymous designs from 
his own label. Stylish basics in unique 
fabrics render both the mens and womens 
collections at once accessible and special. 
With a hip vibe, summer staples like 
sunglasses and strappy sandals take on 
a sophisticated twist, bringing a taste of 
Brooklyn Heights right to East Hampton. 
The beachy feel of the store extends into 
its wares—lightweight striped beach 
blankets and summery scented cosmetics 

complement the airy rooms, filled with 
smart styles from new designers that are 
sure to become fast favorites. 

Who said the beach has to be casual? 
For city style, Intermix stores in East 
Hampton and Southampton feature high-
end designers from around the world. For 
summer parties, designer dresses from 
Herve Leger and Helmut Lang provide the 
perfect amount of city chic, while denim 
staples from Rag and Bone and J Brand 
fill out any summer wardrobe. The layout 
of the store is simplistic, with lacquered 
white details offsetting racks upon racks 
of the latest trends. From lacy Miguelina 
seperates to classic Chloe bucket bags, 

Intermix transports the best 
of runway-ready looks to the 
Hamptons, proving that you 
don’t have to sacrifice style 
when you leave the boroughs 
of Manhattan. 

When it comes to fun, 
hip clothing, Westhampton 
Beach’s Mixology has the 
East End market cornered. A 

true “lifestyle destination,” Mixology is a 
store for the young, or the young at heart. 
Think denim cut-offs, strappy sundresses, 
and tees emblazoned with cheeky mottos, 
all perfect for a beach bonfire with share 
housemates. With an impressive array of 
international designers, Mixology offers 
unique pieces from easy jackets and denim 
to signature rompers and jewelry. With an 
eye toward the trends, the store curates 
a fashion-forward collection of summer 
items, but with a carefully restrained 
aesthetic that caters to a savvy beach-
bound clientele. Tasseled mala jewelry nods 
to the Hamptons active yogi culture, while a 
beautifully tailored dramatic black romper 
would fit right at home at a cocktail party 
or downtown dinner. 

Intermix 
transports the 
best of runway-

ready looks to the 
Hamptons
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Written By Alexandra Hankan

International 
fashion comes 
to Main Street
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Summer is about a look that’s clean and 
chic. What are some of your favorite staples 
for the warm days and breezy evenings? 

The classic Mix chick embraces her summer 
with a wardrobe full of light weight graphic tees 
by Jonathan Saint, denim cut-offs from One 
Teaspoon and loose knit cover ups from Gab 
& Kate. Throw on some Free People sandals, 
and she’s ready for the city streets or the 
Westhampton Beach sand. 

So many graphic tees! Which of the screen 
printed mantras best sums up summer for 
you? 

The Laundry Room, '100 Percent Good Vibes 
Tee'. Embrace this mentality, and your Summer 
is bound to be the best! 

You’re packing for a weekend out East, 
what bag are you toting and what’s going 
in it? 

We currently stock some amazing handmade 
weekend/beach totes from India. Every 
one is unique, and made from vintage sari 
silk imported from Mumbai. My personal 
weekend bag is never complete without my two 
sunscreens (body & face), a pair of converse 
incase I'm over the sandal look, a phone 
charger, some good reads, and a Jonathan Adler 
grapefruit travel candle (I like wherever I’m 
staying to smell good.)

Dressing for the beach in the morning and 
not knowing where the day will bring you 
can be tricky. Do you have any tips you can 
share on the best approach? 

Everyone knows that beach weather can be 
temperamental. Hot in the sun, chilly in the 
shade, sweating by day and freezing at night. 
I grew up on the West Coast, so I know this 
weather wave all too well. Sensible Summer 
style is all about layering. Bathing suit first 

and always (it’s hot seeing bikini straps under a 
sheer tee). As the day gets warmer you peel the 
layers off, and as the night gets cooler you put 
them back on.

Practicality in accessorizing for the sand 
and surf is something we can all struggle 
with. Are there any trends this season that 
simplifies that for us? 

Everyone has their staple pieces, just make sure 
that they are secure and won’t fall off in the 
water. The ones that are delicate, leave at home. 
A few mimosas in, and you won’t notice they’re 
gone until it’s too late. Pack a statement piece in 
your bag to turn up your look when its time to 
leave the sand. 

Congratulations on the recent opeing 
of your first Manhattan store! Are the 
collections carried at the Upper East Side 
location different than what is found at 
the brand’s Westhampton home? What’s the 
reason? 

Thank you so much! The energy it’s created 
has the whole company buzzing. Again with me 
being a beach babe at heart, the buyers and I 
have worked closely at creating the perfect beach 
lifestyle at the Mixology Westhampton Beach 
location. The collections will vary from our city 
store; not only in our apparel but also in our 
accessories and gift department. The majority 
of our clientele from the city will be coming to 
visit us at the beach, and we want to give them 
exactly what they need to make Westhampton 
the best and most styled stop on their trip.

What should we look for in stores through 
the rest of summer and early fall? 

The hottest looks, ground breaking trends and 
must have pieces that will break hearts, not 
banks.

SHOPPING SPOTLIGHT Interview

M
IXOLOGY

The perfect store to find some of today’s trendiest looks,  Mixology is a women's brand 
store that offers over 60 designer labels. The company launched just four years 

ago, but is already claiming a growing stake in American fashion.  The family-owned 
retailer opened its sixth location, on Main Street in Westhampton this Memorial Day. 
The 1500 square foot store decor has been inspired by the classic beach homes over on 
Dune Road. Hamptons Monthly talked with Creative Director of Mixology, Marcus 
Austin-Paglialonga, about the classic "Mix chick" and her summer style.



YOUR JEWELRY ISN’T JUST JEWELRY
 SHOWN: HAND-ENAMELED ORCHID WITH PAVÉ DETAIL FOR WRIST OR NECK.

herald square
1284 broadway • new york, ny 10001  
between 34th & 33rd street • 212.643.9760
facebook.com/pandoranewyorkheraldsquare

broadway
494 broadway • new york, ny 10012
between spring & broome • 212.965.1040  
facebook.com/pandorabroadway

west broadway
412 west broadway
new york, ny 10012
212.226.3413

ask about our engraving services. see store for details.

MKTG128467_P_HERALD_M.indd   1 5/7/2015   9:59:44 AM

Editor's picks

“Hand made in Ethiopia 
this coverup can easily take 
you from beach to street.”

Lemlem Dress
mytheresa.com

Cross Strap Sandal
Loeffler Randall

Clinique CC Cream
Rue La La

“I swear by this correcting 
cream —it’s lightweight, 
has SP F and covers up 

any imperfections.”

Prisma Backpack
Alexander Wang

HAMPTONS
FAVORITES

HAND-CHOSEN BY RUE LA LA'S    FASHION DIRECTOR,  JACKIE NASSER

Beach Paddle Ball SetShopbop.com

“When summer is long gone I can stil l 

dream of swimming at the beach.” 

Gray Malin Beach Print

Shopbop.com

Piper Sunglasses
 Warby Parker

“The shoe of the summer is definitely 
the slide and this fun iridescent one 

goes with absolutely everything.” 
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www.LauraWhiteRealEstate.com

 “Saunders ,  A Higher  Form of  Realty,”  is  registered in  the U.S.  Patent  and Trademark Off ice.  Equal  Housing Opportunity.

2287 montauk highway, bridgehampton  

laura white
 Licensed Associate Real Estate Broker

Cell: (631) 478-8385  |   LWhite@Saunders.com 

Serving your real estate needs for over 30 years 
with knowledge, sincerity and integrity! 

NEW BRIGHT AND READY FOR SUMMER 2015
9 Bedrooms  |  10 Baths, 2 Half  |  10,500+/- sq. ft.  |  1.6 Acres 

New construction, ocean and reserve views, heated gunite pool with spa, tennis, 2-car garage, finished lower level 
Bridgehampton  |  $10,995,000  |  92DayLilyLane.com

7 Bedrooms  |  5 Baths, 1 Half
5,500+/- sq. ft.  |  1.28 Acres
Co-Exclusive $3,995,000

www.1109HeadOfPondRoad.com  

7 Bedrooms  |  6 Baths, 2 Half
5,500+/- sq. ft.  |  1.44 Acres
Co-Exclusive $4,995,000

www.1103HeadOfPondRoad.com  

6 Bedrooms  |  6 Baths, 2 Half
5,500+/- sq. ft.  |  2.78 Acres
Co-Exclusive $5,995,000

www.1099HeadOfPondRoad.com  

NEW CONSTRUCTION WITH POOL AND TENNIS IN WATER MILL

new constructiongingham
This picnic-perfect print may seem All-American, but in fact it 
has origins as a simple and common fabric around the world, 
with many countries claiming it as an important part of their 
heritage and cultural identity. We all have a gingham shirt (or 
10), but this summer, look for gingham in more unexpected 
places, like blazers and bathing suits. Diane von Furstenberg’s 
Genesis gingham pants pair with a trendy matching top, or with 
a variety of other summer prints ($348, dvf.com)

oxford stripe
Evocative of polo matches and punting down the river Cam, 
Oxford shirts are one of four fabrics—along with Yale, 
Cambridge, and Harvard—named after universities. The other 
three are no longer in production, but the oxford-weave fabric 
made famous by brands such as Ralph Lauren and Brooks 
Brothers was originally a sport shirt for polo players. The 
oxford stripe, or university stripe as it is sometimes called, 
features signature light vertical stripes throughout the shirt, 
adding color to the fabric along with texture and pattern. Micah 
Cohen’s Peek-A-Boo shirtdress may feature the traditional 
print and a buttoned up collar, but its design is modern and 
trendy, with a paneled design and sassy back cut-out ($228, 
revolveclothing.com) 

floral
This season’s crop of florals channels a field of wildflowers more 
than a bed of roses. Scattered across everything from shoes to 
gowns to suiting this season, florals are blooming for summer. 
Floral’s most-popular summer iteration is a beautiful watercolor 
variety worthy of Monet. Rebecca Minkoff’s sable canvas 
sneaker comes in a fluid bouquet of colors, subtle enough to mix 
and match but pretty in their own right. ($195, neimanmarcus.
com). For a less muted design, Milly’s Pop Art Floral Pleated 
Shorts feature playful pops of neon flowers ($224, milly.com).

windowpane plaid
This blurred oversize checked plaid has a retro feel and a 
versatile application. Proenza Schouler’s black and cream 
windowpane print Pleated Viscoe Suiting Shorts have a preppy 
golf-inspired feel, and look super chic with a simple black tank 
and heels. ($860, proenzaschouler.com) Tibi’s Windowpane 
Jacquard cami takes the print to the next level of detail with a 
cutout windowpane overlay that is super feminine but still on 
trend. ($275, tibi.com). 

Pattern P L A Y
th e p ra ctica l g u id e to p rints th at p o p



Written By Alexandra Hankan

W
hether it’s a boat ride around the bay, lunch at the beach, 
or on the new ferry from Manhattan to Port Jefferson, 
chances are you’ll find yourself on the water this summer 
more than once.  Long Island’s celebrated oceanfronts 
provide a myriad of opportunities to enjoy waterfront 

living at its finest—from dining to relaxing to a variety of water activities. 
These pursuits have long been associated with particular fashions—from the 
pervasive nautical trend inspired by naval uniforms to the now ubiquitous 
use of materials specifically designed to work well in sandy, windy, or wet 
conditions. However you’re enjoying the life aquatic this summer, you’ll need 
to dress the part. 

Named for the nautical lifestyle it channels, Nautica rarely strays from 
its sea-faring design origins. Stripes in navy and red permeate the collection, 
while clean whites and gold button accents similarly nod to a naval uniform 
inspiration. For the Hamptons, our favorite selections are their iconic Perfor-
mance Deck Polo—available in every shade of summer and emblazoned with 

their sailboat logo. And for unintentionally wet days, the Rainbreak-
er jacket is designed for comfort and flexibility, keeping you dry in 
stretch fabric whether it’s a drizzle or a downpour. ($198, nautica.com)

Paul & Shark brings casualwear to a new level of luxury. Sim-
plicity is elevated by beautiful fabrics and sophisticated tailoring for 
a look suitable for both the yacht club and life on deck. Italian design 
supplies European style, and the company still makes available the 
iconic pieces that have defined the brand for decades. The CoP918 

pullover, a water repellent sweater in deep navy, debuted in the 1978 yachting 
collection but still stands up to harsh weather today, thanks to a windproof 
collar. The cream-colored woolen fisherman sweater still evokes the charm of 
old sailing traditions, but has been updated with the best in textile technolo-
gy. The most unique part of both sweaters? The super special packaging—the 
pullover comes in a tin tube, and the fisherman’s knit in a beautiful wooden 
box. (www.paulshark.it)

Tommy Hilfiger has been one of the defining American brands of the 
last decade, epitomizing New England in all its preppy glory, and unafraid 
of red, white, and blue. Despite having been on the American fashion scene 
for decades, Tommy Hilfiger has managed to keep its brand, and clothing, 
current. Classic styles are combined with trendy accents for timeless pieces 
designed around the preppy lifestyle of coastal New Englanders. Updated 
with a slimmer cut, Tommy’s cardigan is the perfect piece to bring aboard for 
a chilly evening watching fireworks on deck, while the Chambray Stripe Club 
Short combines the denim-like fabric trend with a traditional sailor stripe. 

Sperry’s motto, “Get Wet,” may be the most obvious sign of the brand’s 
self-identification with life on the water, but it certainly isn’t the only one. 
Created specifically for a non-slip shoe to wear on deck, Sperry Top-siders 
have become a staple for not only those who boat, but the entire yachting-in-
spired lifestyle. The original design is now available in a variety of fresh iter-
ations, from canvas to leather to two-tone.  The seaworthy design consistency 
is in the non-slip grip, developed specifically not to slide on wet decks or docks. 
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NAUTICAL 
SWEATERS
Nautical sweaters have 
become a must-have for 
summer along the Eastern 
seaboard. Traditional 
sailor stripes are the 
most common feature 
of the style. Holebrook 
sweaters were specifically 
constructed for a seafaring 
lifestyle, and their 
“Skipper” sweater features 
their signature windproof 
liner, with a striped navy 
and white knit exterior in 
a sleek quarter-zip design. 
Although only available 
on a limited basis in the 
United States, Holebrook 
sweaters are perfect for 
windy summer days on 
or off the water.  ($210, 
tuckernuck.com)

SOPHISTICATED
SWEATSHIRTS
Lose the “Harvard” 
sweats—the season’s 
sweatshirts are nice 
without sacrificing that 
fantastically fuzzy feeling. 
Several companies have 
tailored the sweatshirt 
into menswear.  Vince, a 
go-to for luxury staples, 
updated the hoodie 
with a foldover neck in 
a super soft lightweight 
cotton-cashmere blend. 
Choose from contrast 
colorblocking in white 
trimmed with heather 
grey or textured blue 
trimmed with navy. Even 
in the summer sun, you 
might never want to take 
this off! ($225, vince.com)

CHAMBRAY 
SHIRTS
The top half of the 
Canadian tuxedo has 
finally made an offcial  
foray onto the fashion 
scene in the form of the 
popular Chambray shirt. 
Jeans have long allowed 
for shirt versatility, 
and Chambray now 
complements all of 
summer’s printed 
bottoms. To top everything 
from swim trunks to 
khakis. Our favorite is 
Ledbury’s McDaniel 
shirt, which combines the 
line’s impeccable tailoring 
with a beautiful heathered 
weave in the perfect 
summer shade of blue. 
($145, ledbury.com)

LIGHTWEIGHT
BLAZERS
Just because you’re out of 
the offce doesn’t mean  
you should completely 
abandon the suit just yet. 
Summer in the Hamptons 
evokes a whole different 
kind of dress code that 
favors comfort without 
sacrificing sophistication. 
Enter the lightweight 
sportcoat—your go-to 
layering piece. J. Press 
knows great suiting, and 
their “unconstructed” 
cotton jacket is just 
tailored enough to 
fit beautifully while 
unfinished enough to look 
casual. Pair with jeans 
and an oxford, or dress up 
with chinos. ($495, jpress.
com)

Written By Alexandra Hankan

FROM INSIDE OUT
W H AT ’ S  I N  I N  O U T E R W E A R  T H I S  S U M M E R

www.restaurantsottosopra.com

Tel: (631) 267-3695

Sotto Sopra
Restaurant
231 Main Street
Amagansett ,  NY 11930

Sotto Sopra features Northern Italian cuisine coupled
with touches of Classic American Steakhouse fare.

Josh Savi, previously of two Michelin star restaurant,
Patrick Guilbaud, in Dublin, Ireland returns stateside
as our Executive Chef, overseeing a versatile menu
consisting of antipasto, primi patti, pesce, carne, as
wwell as classico bisteccheria and piatti laterali per due.

Wood-oven pizzas are served every night, and Sotto
Sopra boasts an original cocktail menu with an
extensive wine list.

Reservations not required but are suggested.

Starting July 1st opened 7 days a week.

Hours

Wed - Sun Open 5:00pm
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“Because any old 
surf board won’t do”

Hurley Phantom 
Block Party Boardshort

Nike.com

Nike
Cotton Blend Hoodie

Mr Porter

“Stay incognito. Mirrored 
sunglasses this summer 

are a must.”
Cole Haan Sunglasses

Rue La La

WeSC Sarek
Baseball Cap

Rue La La

Darkness
Surf Board

Album

"SURF" by 

John Severson

Amazon.com

The Montauk Beach House

55 s. Elmwood Ave., Montauk

“The perfect place to 
chil l out post-beach”



OUTDOORS
B I K I N G,  C Y C L I N G,  D I V I N G  A N D  M O R E

H A M P T O N S

Written By Marina Zogbi

Always wanted to be like James 
Cameron and experience the excitement 
of underwater exploration? Montauk-
based Sea Turtle Dive Charters 
offers you the opportunity to do just that 
with its various excursions, including 
shipwreck diving, where you can visit 
the remains of numerous sunken 
wrecks, ranging from the 1872 collision 
of a schooner and a passenger steamer 
to a fishing trawler sunk as an artificial 
reef in 1991. These vessels are teeming 
with fascinating marine life and there’s 
always the chance you might find 
previously undiscovered artifacts. The 
company also offers shark cage diving, 
where you can wave hello to mako and 
blue sharks, mahi-mahi, tuna, whales, 
sunfish, porpoise and (yep!) sea turtles. 
Sea Turtle also offers multi-day wreck-
diving Block Island excursions, plus 
inshore and offshore spear fishing trips, 
which you can book as an individual or 
private group. (631.335.6323)

The East End is known for its wineries 
and wine tours, but did you know that 
there are several local breweries that 
are also open to visitors? You don’t 
have to choose between Crooked Ladder 
Brewing Co., Long Island Brewery and 
Moustache Brewing Co., if you book a 
tour through Riverhead-based Brew 
Crew Cycles, which makes a stop at all 
three. Grab a bunch of friends and book 
a group tour; there’s no better way to 
enjoy each other’s company than biking 
through the area’s beautiful scenery 
and stopping to sample brews ranging 
from traditional pale ale to the exclusive 
seasonal ales that are each brewery’s 
pride and joy. Or come alone; you’re 
guaranteed to make new friends by 
the end of the day. Tours are available 
Friday through Sunday, from July 4 
through August, plus holiday weekend 
Mondays. (631.722.1516)

For a range of outdoor adventures 
geared to every fitness level, look no 
further than Weekend Warrior Tours, 
based in Sag Harbor. The company 
welcomes beginners through hard-core 
enthusiasts to choose from a menu of 
outings, including mountain and road 
biking, kayaking and paddleboarding, 
hiking, and fitness weekends. Weekend 
Warrior’s motto: “A guided tour should 
include local knowledge, great food, 
experienced guides, and breathtaking 
scenery.” Sounds ideal to us! Kayak 
excursions include outings for kids, 
fishing or lobsterbake tours, plus special 
location nature tours; private or group 
lessons are also offered. Road bike tour 
routes are a terrific way to experience 
the area’s beauty, as they wind through 
lovely vistas that include tree-lined 
lanes, picturesque farm spreads, and 
sprawling mansions. Each tour is 
self-paced, allowing everyone to enjoy 
the experience at their own speed. 
(631.725.5950)

For real thrills, few activities can beat 
kiteboarding, an exhilarating mix of 
surfing, wakeboarding and paragliding. 
Skywalk Kiteboarding, which has 
been providing lessons on Napeague 
Harbor since the ever-growing sport 
was in its infancy, insures that all 
participants have a blast while safely 
learning the sport’s fundamentals or 
honing existing skills. Most lessons are 
conducted at Lazy Point, on the western 
side of Napeague; from there it’s just a 
short hop to White Sands, one of the 
most popular kitesurfing beaches on 
the South Fork, where you can test your 
abilities or just get inspired by those 
who have mastered wave-riding. This 
just might become your new favorite 
hobby. (631.324.4450)

For many, the Hamptons are synonymous with gorgeous beaches, fun pool parties, 
excellent restaurants and other relaxing locales. But it’s no secret that there are 

a myriad fun activities for more active-minded visitors, ranging from mildly exerting 
to quite challenging, all offered by topnotch outfits renowned for making sure their 
guests get the most out of their outings. Here are just a few examples.
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Written By Gabrielle Lipton

The Hamptons has innumerable 
attributes: gorgeous beaches, 
fantastic food, and fun crowds; but 

being a place for bargains isn’t often one 
of them. However, once a year, it hosts 
Super Saturday, a sale so spectacular 
that it draws shoppers from far and wide 
to avail themselves fantastic deals while 
supporting a great cause. For the 18th 
consecutive year this July 25, Super 
Saturday will see luxury fashion designers 
selling their wears at discounted prices 
in order to raise money and awareness 
for OCRF, the Ovarian Cancer Research 
Fund. Talk about purposeful shopping.

Founded in 1998, Super 
Saturday was conceived by 
Donna Karan and the late 
Liz Tilberis, whose mother, a 
former editor-in-chief of 
Harper’s Bazaar and OCRF 
president, died from ovarian 
cancer in 1999. Its first 
iteration was an intimate 
affair held at the Tilberis’s 
Hamptons home, but Super Saturday has 
since grown to be such a large affair that 
it is now held at Nova’s Ark Space, an 
expansive sculpture park in Water Mill. 
All proceeds from the event go to OCRF, 
the largest and oldest American charity 
that funds ovarian cancer research. And 
what proceeds there are; Super Saturday 
is the foundation’s biggest annual charity 
event, and after having proved so popular 
and successful in New York (the New York 
Times reported that it raised $3.5 million 
in 2011, and it has only grown since), it 
now has a sister sale in Los Angeles that 
was held for the second time this past May. 

The event has many appeals. First, 
there’s its star-factor. Sponsored by QVC 
and hosted by Kelly Ripa and Donna 
Karan, Super Saturday is one of those rare 
occasions where the likes of Karlie Kloss 
and Emma Roberts can be spotted rifling 

through tables of tees and racks of dresses. 
There are some 150 designer labels that 
contribute their products, everything from 
jewelry to kids clothes and shoes; home 
décor to beauty products and accessories. 
Brands such as Alexis Bittar, Henri 
Bendel, Vince, SoulCycle, Magaschoni, and 
(of course) Donna Karan have sold here in 
the past and at prices that dip between 30 
and 50 percent below what they read on 
tags in stores. 

Although the shopping is certainly 
the main attraction, Super Saturday 
has plenty of other draws as well, 
making it something of a sample-sale/

day-party hybrid. As much 
as it is a perfect excuse 
to go shopping, it’s also a 
highlight on the Hamptons 
summer social calendar. 
Food and drinks are aplenty; 
there are crafts, games, 
and carnival rides for kids; 
a series of raffles auction 
off prizes like sports and 

entertainment tickets; and relaxation 
tents feature manicures, fortune tellers, 
and other ways to find respite from the 
summer sun. For many Hamptons-goers, 
finding a new favorite wardrobe addition 
is but a happy addition to a day spent 
outside with friends while supporting a 
good cause.

Last year, tickets for the event began 
at $150 and ranged up to $850 for 
VIP preview tickets, which allow first 
access to the sale beginning at noon, so 
expect similar prices this year as well. 
Alternatively, for those can’t attend, QVC 
provides live broadcasted coverage as well 
and a way to buy goods from afar. 

Super Saturday will be held July 25 from 
1:00 to 6:00 p.m. at Nova’s Ark Project, 60 
Millstone Rd., Watermill, NY. For more 
information, visit supersaturday.ocrf.org

SUPERSATURDAY

The annual Super Saturday sale offers unbeatable bargains on
designer wears while raising money for ovarian cancer research.

As much as it is a 
perfect excuse to go 
shopping, it’s also 
a highlight on the 

Hamptons summer 
social calendar



Drawing inspiration from the common motifs 
of life, Dinah Maxwell Smith uses descriptive 
brushwork to depict all the natural beauty 
found on Long Island. She uses captured 
moments in life to stimulate the viewers to 
reflect on their personal memories with great 
fondness. HM caught up with Dinah about 
her relationship with her craft, expressionism 
through art and how life on the East End has 
influenced her work. 

Was becoming a painter a decision you 
can pinpoint or was it more of an innate 
relationship? 

I knew that I wanted to be an artist by the time I was 
5 years old. My father was an art buyer in advertising 
(Y & R) and not only knew a lot of  illustrators 
and artists, but had art supplies on hand. He was 
always very supportive and encouraging.  One of his 
advertising colleagues gave me my first drawing table 
when I was 10.  I knew I wanted to go to R.I.S.D. (the 
Rhode Island School of Design) when I  was 13.  And 
I went.  And graduated with honors. 

You are known to express common motifs of 
everyday life, give us an idea of your favorite 
summer scenes. 

I love people doing what they love doing whether 
it’s amusing themselves at the beach, in the water, 
reading or noodling with their dogs.  I love capturing 
the universal moment; one we can all relate to, 
regardless of era or locale.  They’re all things I’ve done 
and like to think about.  I’ve also been a photographer 
my whole life and the proverbial snapshot, slice of life 
or the quintessential depiction of what I consider a 
universal truth is very much a part of my thinking.

Does any of your work recreate a specific 
personal memory or rather the idea that so many 
are able to recognize their own memories in your 
works?  

I started working from black and white family photos 
after my mother died  when I was 23.  I was in charge 
of things like the photo albums. There was a definite 
look to the photos that I found intriguing.  They were 
historic - a view into my parents’ lives before they 
had children.  Because they were from the 30s and 
40s there was an elegance that had already vanished. 
People behaved differently in front of the camera 
then.  You captured a moment.They didn’t pose, the 
way they do now - hoping for publicity. It was more 
private.Then I started also working from albums of 
my friends’ parents and families.  The clothes women 

wore then were beautiful - cut on the bias, for one.  My 
mother had worked in fashion and in those days you 
could recognize a designer by the cut of the clothes 
- not by labels or signs stuck on the outside. People 
have often asked me why I don’t paint contemporary 
people and it’s because I find little aesthetic interest 
in cut-off jeans, ugly shoes, piercings, spiked blue hair 
etc. I’m too classical for that. Timeless paintings of 
timeless subject matter is what appeals to me.  

Everything appears very vibrant. Is there a 
methodology in your use of colors? 

My work used to have a far more limited palette.  
The current color incarnation has been a gradual, 
unintentional evolution.  I love color - subtle colors, 
vibrant colors, strange juxtapositions of color. Color, 
to me, sings. It brings a palpable joy.  Even when I’m 
at a stoplight - if there are 2 red lights - the lenses 
are usually slightly different: one will be a blue red, 
the other an orange red.  Vibrant!  Some times I tell 
myself I’m going to paint a monochromatic painting, 
but it almost never happens. The colors sort of pops 
up, unbidden, irrepressibly.

Is there a certain significance in having the 
faces of the people portrayed lacking distinct 
features? 

My paintings are more about gesture, moment, 
posture than the specifics of someone’s face or 
expression.  It’s a more abstract approach, leaving 
the viewer less concerned with something so  specific.  
I don’t want to distract from the larger moment by 
delineating a face. A  specific face is visually and 
psychologically more confining and limits access to 
a broader audience.  

What can we expect to see from you in the coming 
months?  

When I was working this past winter on paintings for 
the show at the Sag Harbor Whaling Museum (just 
ended, in May) I had a few break-through moments. 
One of my favorite things is the combination of 
abstraction and figurative and I got that in a few 
of the paintings (Untitled: 3 women, being one).  I 
am hoping to pursue that further, although to 
“pursue” it is misleading because it has more to do 
with a letting go.  It takes a willingness to let go of 
my classical training and innate inclination toward 
conservatism which creates the need to create work 
that is recognizable and readable rather than digging 
into my creative toy box and taking the plunge -  take 
my Crayons and color outside the lines of my coloring 
book!  Cut loose!

ARTIST SPOTLIGHT Interview

DINAH
MAXWELL
SMITH
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In a village beloved for its quaint shops, 
there is no building more charming or his-
torically significant than Pelletreau Silver 
Shop on Southampton’s Main Street. The 
simple shingled structure, built in 1686 as 
a dry goods store, has the major distinction 

of being the oldest continuously operating shop 
in the Western Hemisphere (!). Purchased in 
1717 by Francis Pelletreau for his business pro-
ducing oil and candles from whales that drifted 
onto the nearby beaches, the shop was inherited 
by his grandson Elias Pelletreau, who became 
a renowned silversmith and Revolutionary War 
figure. Today master jeweler and silversmith 
Eric Messin continues the tradition, giving tours 
of the building and conducting intimate jewel-
ry-making workshops.

The picturesque shop’s gambrel roof, original 
post-and-beam construction and atmospherically 
rustic interior instantly transport visitors to a 
much earlier time when Southampton was a re-
mote country village. In 1750, 24-year-old Elias 
Pelletreau began making jewelry, buckles, boxes 
and eating utensils in gold, silver and tortoise 
shell; his fine craftsmanship soon became pop-
ular among Long Island’s most prominent resi-
dents, including the families of Nathaniel Wood-
hull, David Gardiner, and Samuel Townsend. 
As captain of the Suffolk County Militia and 
a financial backer of the American Revolution, 
Pelletreau became a local hero. His son, nephew 
and grandson continued making jewelry in the 
shop well into the 19th century. It then changed 
hands several times, becoming a bookstore at 
one point, until it was willed to the Village of 
Southampton and restored to its original form 
as a silversmith’s studio by Henry Frances Du-
Pont. In 1966, the Pelletreau shop was opened 
to the public as an extension of the Southampton 
Historical Museum. In 2006 Eric Messin fell in 
love with the space and began using it as a sil-
versmith's studio once more.

Originally from a village in the French Alps, 
Messin apprenticed with Philadelphia master 
jeweler Jean lluffenus and later trained at Van 
Cleef and Arpels among other high-end estab-
lishments, before freelancing in Manhattan’s Di-

amond District. He began visiting the East End 
to indulge his hobby of windsurfing and opened 
a small jewelry studio in Southampton. He often 
walked by the Pelletreau building and fantasized 
about setting up shop there. When the executive 
director of the Southampton Historical Museum, 
an acquaintance, sought a traditional craftsman 
who could work in the shop and keep it open for 
longer stretches, Messin’s dream came true. 

Over the course of eight, two-hour sessions, 
workshop participants learn techniques such as 
carving a jewelry design in wax, soldering silver, 
setting a stone and using a polishing machine 
from the exacting Messin, whose passion for both 
jewelry-making and the shop’s history are evi-
dent. At the end of each course, students have a 
unique, hand-made piece to show for themselves. 
Messin’s own beautiful jewelry of precious met-
als and gemstones are on display at the shop, 
along with a small collection of Pelletreau silver, 
which is not for sale. 

The shop is open to the public from 11 am to 
4 pm, Tuesday through Saturday; so if you’re 
in the area, be sure to stop in and experience 
it for yourself. Better yet, why not sign up for 
a jewelry-making workshop and join Elias Pel-
letreau and his descendents by creating your 
own unique designs in the same storied space. 
(80 Main Street, 631-287-0056)

PELLETREAUSILVER
SHOP

Southampton Jewelry 
Studio Relives Its 

18th Century Past Written By Marina Zogbi



At the far end of Long Island, where New York state ends and the Atlantic Ocean begins, a 
cluster of state parks and beaches rings the town of Montauk, a haven for outdoor activities 
that is just 110 miles from New York City but feels a world away.  The Montauk Point 

Lighthouse, the country’s fourth-oldest, proudly announces the coast to passing boats, and a climb 
to the top yields dazzling views of the entire South Fork.  Surrounded on three sides by the ocean 
and Peconic Bay, Montauk is a destination for fisherman as well as a thriving beach community, 
with miles of sandy shoreline beckoning city-dwellers east all summer long.  It’s no surprise that 
vacationing New Yorkers have brought some of the city to the area: the live music venues and cocktail 
bars offer a host of entertainment options once the sun has set, and yes, you can get your recovery 
smoothie fix for breakfast before you head for the water the next morning.

Located within walking 
distance of both the beach and 
the village, Joni’s Kitchen is 
a perennial favorite for their 
hearty, healthy breakfast 
plates and generous children’s 
menu.  Fresh fruit smoothies, 
like the Green Giant (kale, 
OJ, and banana) or the 
White Sands (milk, banana, 
nutmeg, coconut, and vanilla) 
can be made with whole, soy, 
almond, rice, hemp, or coconut 
milks, and the organic flax-
coconut waffles with maple 
syrup and strawberry butter 
are tasty enough to make 
you forget how healthy they 
are.  (34 South Etna Plaza 
631.668.3663)

Once you’ve fortified 
yourself with breakfast, 
it’s time to get out on the 
water.  Spoil yourself with a 
Caribbean-style catamaran 
tour from Heron Yacht 
Charters, the only one of its 
kind in the Hamptons.  Above 
decks, the capacious vessel 
is outfitted with beanbag 
chairs for lounging, while 
below, a gracious sitting area 
invites sailors to indulge in 
a glass of rose or a lavish 
meal.  The husband-and-wife 
team that captains the Heron 
prides themselves on their 
personalized service, and 
there is no more luxurious 
way to explore the South 
Fork.  (32 Star Island Rd. 
631.875.3611)

As long as you’re feeling 
that Caribbean vibe, why 
not conclude your voyage 
with a visit to Lynn’s Hula 
Hut?  The Polynesian-style 
tiki bar is located on a sandy 
“island” in the Marine Basin 

parking lot, and 
is every inch the 
oasis it resembles: 
Bloody Marys are 
available all day for 
late risers, and corn 
hole, horseshoes, 
and hook and ring 
lawn games entice 
revelers to mingle.  
There’s also a 
hammock garden 
for more laid-back 
sipping, and often, 
a live soundtrack 
from local bands.  
(426 W. Lake Dr. 
303.482.5047)

Memorial Day 
weekend  2015 
brought the debut 
of The Salt Box, a terrific 
casual eatery serving 
locally and internationally 
influenced plates in an airy 
setting.  The menu ranges 
from summery mainstays, like 
grilled street corn and lobster 
rolls, to an unexpected and 
refreshing Salt Box Salad of 
beets, carrots, pea tendrils, 
cucumber and avocado in 
lemon-garlic vinaigrette, a 
perfect meal after a night of 
indulgence (or debauchery).  
And the hibiscus-laced Ditch 
Punch is a great way to start 
the night all over again.  (99 
Edgemere St. 631.238.5727)

Up for a livelier night out?  
Head for The Surf Lodge, 
the area’s premier live music 
venue, for a summer concert 
line-up that includes The 
Flaming Lips, G. Love, and 
a DJ set by Solange.  All 
summer long, top-notch 
performers will drop by to 
play, and famous fans are 

known to frequent these 
shows, as well.  We can’t 
guarantee that Bey and Jay 
will be on hand for her sister’s 
set, but we wouldn’t bet 
against it, either.  Talk about 
an “Only in the Hamptons” 
experience.  (183 Edgemere 
St. 631.483.5039)

Speaking of dancing: if a 
quiet day at the beach has 
you craving a wild night, 
you belong at The Electric 
Eel, where the DJ-fueled 
dance party begins at 10 p.m. 
every Friday and Saturday 
evening.  A mostly local list 
of craft beers on draught 
and potent cocktails loosen 
hips, and the playful setting, 
at Ruschmeyer’s retro-chic 
resort, feels more like summer 
camp for grown-ups than a 
scene-y discotheque.  It’s the 
Dirty Dancing fantasy you’ve 
always imagined – and you 
don’t even have to carry a 
watermelon.  (161 Second 
House Rd. 631.668.2877)

HAMPTONS spotlight on:

The Montauk Point Lighthouse

Dave's Grill

MONTAUK
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THURSDAY
7:00pm
Howard
The Surf Lodge

8:00pm
Black and Sparrow
Stephen Talkhouse

10:30pm
Ryan Tennis & The
Clubhouse Band &
EL Caribefunk
Stephen Talkhouse

FRIDAY
8:00pm
Jonathan Edwards
SOLO
Stephen Talkhouse

10:30pm
Hello Brooklyn
Stephen Talkhouse

SATURDAY
7:00pm
Martin Sexton
Stephen Talkhouse

7:00pm
Lolawolf with 
Rey Pila
The Surf Lodge

10:30pm
Bayside Tigers
Stephen Talkhouse

SUNDAY
5:00pm
Reggae Sunday
Sunset Set,
Twister
Navy Beach

7:00pm
Tuxedo
The Surf Lodge

7:00pm
JOHNNYSWIM
Stephen Talkhouse

9:00pm
Side FX
Stephen Talkhouse

11:00pm
Reggae Night 
Stephen Talkhouse

TUESDAY
7:00pm
Red Tide
Stephen Talkhouse
10:00pm
Industry Night w/
Live band & DJ
Stephen Talkhouse

WEDNESDAY
8:00pm
Marcia Ball
Stephen Talkhouse

THURSDAY
7:00pm
Duquette Johnson
The Surf Lodge

8:00pm
The English Beat
Stephen Talkhouse

10:00pm
The Pandemics
Stephen Talkhouse

FRIDAY
5:00pm
Nancy Atlas
Sunset Set
Navy Beach

8:00pm
Buckwheat Zydeco
Stephen Talkhouse

10:30pm
The Wild Ones
Stephen Talkhouse

SATURDAY

3:00pm
Ibiza’s DJ 
Jon Sa Trinxa
Navy Beach

 7:00pm
Leon Bridges
The Surf Lodge

7:00pm
Hayes Carll (Solo)
Stephen Talkhouse

9:00pm
Soul Train
Saturday
Navy Beach

9:00pm
Lead of Foxes
Stephen Talkhouse

10:30pm
The Wild Ones
Stephen Talkhouse

SUNDAY
5:00pm
Reggae Sunday
Sunset Set,
Winston Irie
& Twister
Navy Beach

7:00pm
Sylvan Esso
The Surf Lodge

8:00pm
Lynn Blue and the
International Men
of Mystery
Stephen Talkhouse

10:00pm
Reggae Night
Stephen Talkhouse

TUESDAY
8:00pm
Fred Raimondo 
with The Dark 
Heart Tavern Band
and special guests
Stephen Talkhouse

10:00pm
Industry Night w/
Live band & DJ
Stephen Talkhouse

WEDNESDAY
8:00pm
The Claro Lofaro
Summer Tour
Stephen Talkhouse

LIVE MUSIC July 16-29 HAMPTONS
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DON’T WAIT 
ONE DAY MORE.

BROADWAY’S OIMPERIAL THEATRE 249 West 45th Street 
TELECHARGE.COM | 212.239.6200 | LesMiz.com/Broadway T
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16 17 18 19 20

23
24

25 26

THURSDAY
9:15am
Surfset Fitness
Fosters 
Memorial Beach
Registration
Required

7:00pm
“The Darrell 
Hammond Project”
Bay Street Theater

FRIDAY
11:00am
Troubador
Trunk Show
Copious Row

7:00pm
“The Darrell 
Hammond Project”
Bay Street Theater

7:30pm
GrillHampton
Sayre Park

SATURDAY
Paddle Battle LI.
Check Registration.
Peconic River

11:00am
Troubador
Trunk Show
Copious Row

12:30pm
River Craft
Beverage Festival
East End
Arts Lawn

7:30pm
Taste of Two Forks
Sayre Park

SUNDAY
11:00am
Yoga on the
Terrace
Parrish Art
Museum

12:00pm
VIP Blending
Session
Sannino Bella Vita
Vineyard

6:00pm
Warhol Hits
The Hamptons
Chase Edwards
Gallery

8:00pm
Jarrod Spector: 
A Little Help From
My Friends
Guild Hall

MONDAY
3:00pm
Industry Sunsets
Harlow East
Back Bar

8:00pm
Paul Reiser
Bay Street Theater

TUESDAY
9:15am
Sunset Fitness
Memorial Beach
Registration
Required

5:30pm
Burger Night
Ruschmeyer’s

THURSDAY
9:00am
Tennis Clinics
Ross School
Tennis Center

5:00pm
Hamptons
Collegiate
Baseball League
Various Fields

Social Club 6:00pm
Clambake
Seasons of 
Southampton

6:30pm
Industry Night
Southampton
Social Club

FRIDAY
3:00pm
Long Island Food
Truck Rodeo
Southampton
Elks Club
7:00pm
Hamptons
Food & Wine 
One Woman Winery

7:00pm
“The Darrell 
Hammond Project”
Bay Street Theater

SATURDAY
12:00pm
The American
Summer Riviera
Weekend with
Chandon
Navy Beach

12:00pm
OCRF’S Super
Saturday
Nova's Ark Project

6:00pm
Annual Chefs + 
Champagne GALA
Wölffer Estate

SUNDAY
11:00am
Hampton Designer
Showhouse
Designer
Showhouse

12:00pm
The American 
Summer Riviera
Weekend with
Chandon
Navy Beach

MONDAY
11:00am
Hampton Designer
Showhouse
Designer
Showhouse

WEDNESDAY
6:00pm
Wine Down
Wednesdays
Martha Clara
Vineyards

EVENTS July 16-29 HAMPTONS
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THERE’S A NEW WAY
TO GET ALL OF HBO

®

 HBO NOW STREAMING ABOARD
THE HAMPTON AMBASSADOR.
Start your 30 day free trial now.

 
NOW AVAILABLE ON 

ANDROID, APPLE AND AMAZON DEVICES

Free trial o�er is for new customers only.HBO NOWSM is only accessible through participating partners in the U.S. and certain U.S. territories. Certain restrictions apply. SM 

and © 2015 Home Box O�ce, Inc. All Rights Reserved. All devices, titles, and related trademarks are the property of their respective owners.


